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Introduction The tour of ‘Invisible

Architecture’ in South-America (February
– March 2016) consisted of an exhibition
and a concert in the new contemporary
art museum in Lima, Peru: the MAC –
Contemporaneous Art Museum; a concert
in the biggest Ecuadorian festival for
new music, the XII Festival Ecuatoriano
de Música Contemporáneae – Teatro
México, Quito, Ecuador; a concert in the
famous café El Pobre Diablo – Quito,
Ecuador, together with the in Ecuador
legendary band Sal y Mileto; and an
artist-in-residency with a concert and
studio recordings ‘frecuencias rurales en
60 hz’ in the rural Residencia Pujinostro,
organized by the cultural production
platform Dogma Central – Pujili, Ecuador.
We experienced also inspiring music- and
art manifestations with colleagues from
Mexico, Columbia, Ecuador, Peru and
the USA. We are proud that Rotterdam
supported our project and tour with
Popunie Music Export Rotterdam and
the Rotterdam Municipality. Especially
because this was an unique opportunity to
present our work on the most prominent
as well as underground platforms in
Peru and Ecuador. Besides this, this
tour promises future collaborations and
residencies. A big support for our stay in
Peru was the artist-in-residency Aloardi,
which is an experimental music label and
association, recognized as a pioneer of
its genre in South- and Central America.

4. Reunion of the band ‘Sal y Mileto’, with among
others Christian Galarreta (left) and Lucho Enriquez
–aka Lucho Pelucho, our host in Quito (right).
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1. Catequilla, Ecuator line, with Daniel Pico. 2. Concert live set ‘Invisible
Architecture’ 3. Detail multimedia installation of José Luis Macas
Paredes, XII Festival Ecuatoriano de Música Contemporáneae, Quito.
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Residencia Pujinostro with event
‘frecuencias rurales en 60 hz’
Production platform Dogma Central, with
José Luis Jácome Guerrero, facilitated
the end of our tour in a rural part of
Ecuador. We stayed in artist-in-residency
‘Pujinostro’ (translated: Our-Pujili), situated
near a village, called Pujili. The residency
is reachable by taxi and is located south of
the capital, Quito, towards the city Ambato.
Here, Dogma Central initiates international
exchanges and collective projects, in
collaboration with other Ecuadorian organizations. It
would be great if this place grows into a pilgrimage
for international bands, artists, and people that
want to get to know Ecuador through interaction
with its inhabitants. Pujinostro is a place managed
by people with a heart, and characterized by an
interest in cultural exchange and social engagement.
Pujinostro gave us the opportunity to reflect on our
travels, to enjoy the tranquility of its surroundings,
and the warm welcome of our hosts. We want to give
a special thanks to Madame Jácome, sharing her
culinary specialities with grilled guinea pigs, baked
banana, cinnamon tea and corn-soup, to name a few.
During our stay, we played a concert in the garden
of Pujinostro, see also this link for an impression.
Besides that event, we had several jamsessions in Pujinostro’s sound studio, a refuge
build by Kiko Jácome. And we had the time
to edit a track, entitled ‘Acoustic reflections
of one voice in a church (live recording)’. Its
material was generated during a site-specific
research in the Sankt Gertrud church, Cologne,
Germany, during a residency at
Raumklänge – Ortsbezogene Musik
in July 2015. This new track is part of
‘audio-DH sonic manifestations by 250
creators from Den Haag / The Hague
Project’ initiated by Francisco López.
A really special site that is worth visiting
while staying at Pujinostro, is a spectacular
sleeping volcano. We didn’t encircle its
crater, but appreciated the green light and
changing colors of the sulfur lake, which
is interpreted as a door to another world.

About ‘Invisible Architecture’

‘Invisible Architecture’ is a research of
Christian Galarreta and Janneke van
der Putten sharing their interest in the
physical sound properties that could
emerge in a space. During the concerts,
a composition of ‘Invisible Architecture I’
can be presented, originally published in
vinyl as result from the work in the tower
of the Centre International d’Art et du
Paysage (France, 2013), as well as a live
set with electromagnetic fields of broken
harddrives, and voice.
During the site-specific interventions
the choosen architectural space is
used as an acoustic instrument. Until
now, this project took place in a lighttower, gallery-spaces, on a wasteland,
a church, an underpass, and a tunnel.
In the first version of this project, the
acoustic reflections in a light-tower are
explored through its surrounding sounds
and subtle acoustic phenomena, and with
the human voice. Resonant frequencies
and reverberations are emphasised and
prolonged with voice-echo interactions
and
unconventional
microphone
techniques. In the compositions, as well
as during the live performance, Galarreta
and Van der Putten aim at making the
acoustic reflections audible, more than
the direct source that generates them.
The tone modulations, the breathing
voice rhythm, and the position and type
of microphones used, are a response
to the qualities of the chosen site.
This makes hidden acoustics appear.
Links to the project can be found on the
website of Christian Galarreta, and
Janneke van der Putten. The releases can
be bought and listened to via Bandcamp.

